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NEWSLETTER
STS CONFERENCE
Donald H. Reiman, Program Chair, Society for Textual
Scholarship, sends us the following announcement:
The Society for Textual Scholarship will hold its
third biennial International Conference in New York
City, at the Graduate School and University Center of
the City University of New York, 33 West 42nd Street,
and across the street at The New York Public Library,
from Thursday, 25 April, through Saturday, 27 April
1985.
The theme of the 1985 Conference of STS will be
"The Limits of Pluralism and the Limits of Uniformity
in Bibliography and Editing." This title grows out of
the valuable interchanges among scholars from various
disciplines at past Conferences, which have convinced
most of us who attended that the general rules now in
effect—or even those now being debated—within our
individual specialities seem too narrow to be prescribed
for other disciplines.
Those scholars who are members of teams that are
engaged in major editorial and bibliographical projects
may be interested in a new feature of the biennial STS
Conferences. Beginning in 1985, the STS will accept
requests from the chairpersons of such editorial teams
to hold meetings of the members of the team and other
interested individuals.
Anyone wishing to propose a paper (by means of
a two- or three-page outline or abstract), to arrange for
an editorial or bibliographical team meeting, or to be
placed on the mailing list for further announcements
should write to:
Dr. Donald H. Reiman
Program Chair, Society for Textual Scholarship
The Carl H. Pforzheimer Library
41 East 42nd Street (Room 815)
New York, NY 10017 (U.S.A.)

BLAKH TRUST CHAIRMAN'S RHPORT
We reproduce below the complete text of The William
Blake Trust "Chairman's Report to Members and Patrons":
The new William Blake Trust was incorporated in
January 1983 as a "company limited by guarantee,"
under the same name as the former Trust. The Company
assumed the responsibilities and obligations of the old
Trust in April 1983 and the first meeting of the Council
of Management was held on 21 April. The Members of
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the Council are David Bindman, Duncan Robinson,
Lord Cunliffe, who kindly agreed to act also as Treasurer,
and myself as Chairman. John Commander was appointed Executive Director and Secretary.
The other Members of the Company are all former
Trustees: namely, George Goyder, who became Chairman after the death of my father in July 1982; Mrs.
Joan Linnell Burton, who was Secretary for many years;
Graham Reynolds; and Peter du Sautoy, whom we would
particularly like to thank for the time, care and impetus
which after the death of Arnold Fawcus he devoted to
the old Trust as its Secretary and, perforce, as its Executive. To all of the former Trustees the Council of
Management of the new Trust is deeply grateful for the
concern and support that they gave over the years to the
affairs of the Trust. We hope that as successors we shall
follow their example, though we can hardly hope to
match what the Trust achieved in their time.
It is gratifying that the Trust in its new form
continues to enjoy its association with Philip Hofer,
Paul Mellon and Charles Ryskamp, who agreed to be
translated from Associate Trustees to Patrons; and earlier
this year Robert Essick accepted our invitation to become an additional Patron. The term Patron which has
been assigned to our trans-Atlantic associates may be
thought curious, but for us its meaning is clear: we are
fortunate to enjoy the benevolent regard of a very distinguished group of American cognoscenti and devotees
of Blake. We shall do our best to live up to such support.
We are pleased to have associated with the Trust,
two of the leading Blake scholars in Great Britain and
the United States, David Bindman and Robert Essick,
as a Member of the Council and as a Patron respectively.
I would also like to pay tribute to the patience and
perseverance of John Commander, who sorted out the
difficult and complicated problems involved in re-establishing the Trust so that it can under his able and
expert management act as publisher of its own books
and direct its efforts to the consideration of possible new
directions for the Trust's contribution to the knowledge
and understanding of Blake.
We are now in a position to be able to direct our
efforts to completing the publication of work in hand
and to considering the future development of the Trust's
work. The first year and a half of the Trust's activity
has been largely concerned with—and to some extent
inhibited by—the protracted negotiations involved in
reaching a satisfactory agreement for the mutually desired termination of the role of the Trianon Press as
publishers to the William Blake Trust. I am pleased to
be able to tell you that this complex business has now
at last been settled. The Agreement was signed on 16
July 1984 thereby bringing to an end a relationship
which over a period of more than thirty-five years resulted in the creation, thanks to the energies, skill and

